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MATERIALS & METHODS. The survey was based on Veterinary post-mortem inspections of
hunted WBs: jaw and retropharyngeal lymph nodes and tonsils have been withdrawn. WBs have
been tested in a convenience sampling:
specimens from animals 2 years old and over, with no visible lesions (NVL) and viscera from
animals of any age with visible lesions (VL), were submitted to the analysis.
Samples were processed for light microscopy (VL+NVL) and tubercle-like positive samples were
processed for hemi-nested-PCR and culturing. Isolates of M.bovis were identified by PCR assay
and typing with VNTR and Spoligotyping at the Italian National Reference Centre for Bovine
Tuberculosis (IZSLER-Brescia).

RESULTS. Eleven strains of Mycobacterium bovis arise from survey as shown in table 1.
Nine animals came from an hunting area nearby the pasture of a bovine herd with high
prevalence of tuberculosis (P=11-35% positive at skin test). The same spoligotype and VNTR
type strain was found both in WB and in cattle (BCG-like/33432). A different strain (without
spacers 4,6,7/52432) arise from another area with not known links to TB outbreaks. Only three
cases arise from NVL animals while four WBs revealed generalised disease.

INTRODUCTION. During 2002-2005 in the Marche Region, the veterinary inspection plan for
hunted wild boar (WB) identified eleven wild boars affected by bovine tuberculosis (TB), in which
the isolates were identified as M.bovis. The Spoligo/VNTR typing methods permitted to identify
the same strain in a free range of Marchigiana cattle herd. Cattle and the hunted WBs were
supposed to cohabit in the same pasture. Performed skin test and post-mortem examinations
data of the infected herd showed a very high prevalence and incidence of TB.

CONCLUSIONS. Bio-molecular techniques confirm the existence of wildlife-domestic interface for
TB in this area. The role of WB in the epidemiology of Mycobacterium bovis is not yet well-known;
probably WB is not a reservoir for TB and its infection is linked to infected cattle herds. The
generalised lesions observed and the young age of affected WB suggest a possible role as
maintenance host for TB. This pattern could be adherent to our scenario as reported in Spain
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